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1800 666 437

Colour never fades

Wunderlich roof tiles will never fade.
Even after years on your roof with the
sun beating down and the wind and rain
battering away, Wunderlich tiles retain
their colour.
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Will not rust, warp or corrode

Not only will the colour never fade, but
Wunderlich tiles will never rust, warp or
corrode, a frequent problem with other
roofing materials.
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Salt
Wunderlich roof tiles will never fade. Even after years on your roof with
thesafe
Wunderlich roof tiles are ideal for
sun beating down and the wind and rain battering away, Wunderlich tiles
coastal locations that endure the
retain their colour.
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wind, spray and salt of the ocean.
All Wunderlich roof tiles are salt safe
and will not corrode over time.
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Wunderlich roof tiles are ideal for
those living in colder climates. They
are impervious to the effects of frost
and ice, and will never crack or warp,
no matter how cold it gets outside.

Tank water safe

The water that runs off your
Wunderlich tiles into rainwater tanks
is clean and safe. Wunderlich tiles
are made from naturally occurring
clays with no added chemicals or
dangerous materials. 0OZY

Provides thermal insulation
Wunderlich roof tiles help to keep
the cold out, and the heat in, in the
winter… and the heat out, and the
cool in, in the summer.

Provides acoustic insulation
Wunderlich roof tiles also assist in
keeping unwanted noise out.
Their advanced insulation properties
mean that the only noise in your
home will be the noise created by
you and your family. 4BCSF
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Increased home resale value
Wunderlich roof tiles are simply a
better investment decision. Because
of their inherent, long-lasting, quality
features, Wunderlich roof tiles add to
the value of any home.
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Colours have been reproduced as faithfully as possible. However actual tile colours
may differ to varying degrees from samples shown here. We urge all customers
to view tiles on display before making your decision. Always check the delivered
product before installation.
Health and Safety
Terracotta roof tiles contain crystalline silica. Repeated inhalation of dust from dry
cutting tiles may cause lung scarring (silicosis) or cancer. Avoid breathing the dust.
Where power tools are used wear an approved dust mask (respirator).
Refer to material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or phone 1800 807 668 for
further information.
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Product Information
The performance of our terracotta tiles is guaranteed for 50 years.
However, as a purchaser of Wunderlich terracotta tiles and accessories, it is
important to understand the designed performance of our terracotta tiles.
Terracotta tiles are created by pressing, glazing and firing of natural clay at over
1,090 degrees Celsius. As each tile is individual to the clay and glaze used,
inherently there will be differing shades of colour throughout the manufacturing
process. The most attractive roofs are those that ensure a consistent blending
of these shades throughout the roof. Touch points and small firing blemishes are
inherent to varying degrees, according to the plant of manufacture. These will not
detract from the weatherproofing performance of the tile and should not be seen
as a product fault.
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With nearly 100 years experience in producing crafted, beautiful roof tiles,
Wunderlich knows the importance of quality. Our roof tiles come in a range of
classic and contemporary profiles in colours that range from the deep earthy tones
of the landscape to the light and breezy hues of the ocean. What’s more, the colour
of Wunderlich roof tiles will never fade, never rust, never warp or corrode.
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That’s
why Wunderlich roof tiles carry
a 50 year colour
and performance guarantee.
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Impervious to frost and ice
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Colour never fades
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Product Information
The performance of our terracotta tiles is guaranteed for 50 years.
However, as a purchaser of Wunderlich terracotta tiles and accessories, it is
important to understand the designed performance of our terracotta tiles.
Terracotta tiles are created by pressing, glazing and firing of natural clay at over
1,090 degrees Celsius. As each tile is individual to the clay and glaze used,
inherently there will be differing shades of colour throughout the manufacturing
process. The most attractive roofs are those that ensure a consistent blending
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of these shades throughout the roof. Touch points and small firing blemishes are
inherent to varying degrees, according to the plant of manufacture. These will not
detract from the weatherproofing performance of the tile and should not be seen
as a product fault.

Colours have been reproduced as faithfully as possible. However actual tile colours
may differ to varying degrees from samples shown here. We urge all customers
to view tiles on display before making your decision. Always check the delivered
product before installation.
Health and Safety
Terracotta roof tiles contain crystalline silica. Repeated inhalation of dust from dry
0DFBO
/VMMBSCPS
cutting tiles may cause lung scarring (silicosis) or cancer. Avoid breathing the dust.
Where power tools are used wear an approved dust mask (respirator).
Refer to material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or phone 1800 807 668 for
further information.
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Wunderlich roof tiles will never fade. Even after years on your roof with the
sun beating down and the wind and rain battering away, Wunderlich tiles
retain their colour.
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Colours have been reproduced as faithfully as possible, however actual colours may vary due to the printing process. We urge all customers to view tiles on display before making your decision.

www.wunderlich.com.au
1800 666 437

